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Preexisting volume defects, such as voids and cracks, inside the
bulk materials may substantially dominate the material mechani-
cal properties (Rice and Tracey, 1969; Seppälä et al., 2004; Bro-
chard et al., 2012). The effect of these defects generally leads to
an increase in ductility and a reduction in the load carrying capac-
ity of the porous material. A critical mechanism of ductile damage
usually involves the nucleation, growth and coalescence of nanov-
oids, as a result of the applied loading conditions, in the plastically
deforming porous materials. In general, the presence of pores (i.e.,
porosity) is an undesirable and uncontrollable fact that could be
due to pre-existing porosity in the matrix phase or nucleation of
pores in the neighborhood of impurities which are brittle and thus
tend to fracture even at small strains (Danas and Aravas, 2012). So
over decades, to investigate the micro-mechanics of ductile frac-
ture in nanoporous materials, extensive efforts have been devoted
to understand and model the process by numerous experiments
(Jia et al., 2002; Aït Hocine et al., 2011; Soyarslan et al., 2012),
theoretical studies (Gurson, 1977; Kysar et al., 2005; Julien et al.,
2011; Lou et al., 2012), and computational simulations (Michel
and Suquet, 1992; Kim et al., 2007; Bandstra and Koss, 2008;
Nielsen and Tvergaard, 2011; Olsen and Zhang, 2012; Tvergaard,
2012; Liu and Shen, 2013). Accordingly, the ability to accuratelydescribe physical characterization for void volume, surface area
and distribution is a key element to assess the porosity evolution
and ductile fracture toughness.
There have been a number of many experiments and continuum
models proposed for the void growth in ductile materials and the
material failure preceded by the void growth and coalescence in
both two and three dimensions. Stevens et al. (1972) were the ﬁrst
to introduce the idea in which void grows by the standard step for-
mation (of one Burgers vector in size) on the free surface of the
void when a dislocation is emitted toward the interior of the crys-
tal. Latter, Lubarda et al. (2004) studied void growth by conducting
laser shock experiments and concluded that a void grew by dislo-
cation emission in the form of prismatic or shear loops. A set of
parametric experiments was conducted by Mulholland et al.
(2006) on a superplastic material (eutectictin–lead alloy) with
one or more pre-drilled holes in each specimen. The small-sized
holes were for simulating microvoids that occur and grow during
superplastic forming. The results revealed an increase in ductility
with the number of holes up to 10 holes and a decrease thereafter.
The ductility enhancement was explained based on the m-curve
due to a rise in the strain rate sensitivity locally around the holes.
The decrease was explained due to strong void interaction that
resulted in shear failure. Boisot et al. (2011) proposed experimen-
tal investigations allowing the control of both the stress triaxiality
ratio and the void distribution via microscopic observations of
microtome-cut surfaces from interrupted tests. A better
understanding of the time evolution of signiﬁcant parameters such
as the porosity (volume change) and the stress triaxiality ratio
(hydrostatic pressure), was highlighted. Based on continuum
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plasticity models (Quinn et al., 1997; Ohashi, 2005; Ovid’ko and
Sheinerman, 2006; Potirniche et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2007; Ahn
and Sofronis, 2007; Tszeng, 2008; Keralavarma et al., 2011; Zeng
et al., 2012), the strain gradient theories model (Liu et al., 2003;
Huang et al., 2004; Tvergaard and Niordson, 2004; Wen et al.,
2005; Li and Steinmann, 2006; Borg and Kysar, 2007; Borg et al.,
2008; Monchiet and Bonnet, 2013), discrete dislocation dynamics
(Huang et al., 2007; Hussein et al., 2008; Segurado and Llorca,
2009, 2010), etc., are employed to study of void growth by
assuming that the dislocation or dislocation loops are nucleated
at random sites along the slip planes when the magnitude of the
local resolved shear stress exceeds a critical value over a nucleation
period of time. Once generated, dislocations glide along their slip
planes, interact, possibly annihilate, pileup, and exit at the free sur-
face of the void causing the expansion of the void (Lubarda, 2011a).
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methods also have been
successfully used in describing the complex process of void growth
(Farrissey et al., 2000; Rudd and Belak, 2002; Dávila et al., 2005;
Song et al., 2006; Rudd et al., 2007; Zhu et al., 2007; Traiviratana
et al., 2008; Meyers et al., 2009; Simar et al., 2011; Tang et al.,
2012). The results of the investigations show two size effects,
one on the initial ﬂow stress and strain-hardening rate of the
voided crystal (‘‘smaller is stronger’’) and another on the void
growth rate (‘‘smaller is slower’’). They indicate that nanovoid
growth is sensitive to the nanovoids size because of their high sur-
face-to-volume ratio, bringing about that their surfaces of the
nanovoids are quite different from those in macroelasticity, where
the traction-free condition is always assumed along the surface
(Xia et al., 2011). Essentially the above-mentioned various analyt-
ical investigations of void growth by assuming that the dislocation
or dislocation loops emission were derived from the inﬁnite solids
containing an isolated void as a result of ignoring the interaction of
adjacent voids. According to what we know, there is still lacking
theoretical study about nanovoid growth by dislocation mecha-
nisms, which depends on the size and interaction of the nanovoids
in nanoporous materials.
How to quantitatively estimate the interaction of multiple
nanovoids is currently one of the important topics in the ﬁeld of
ductile fracture mechanics. In order to simplify this problem in
the particular case of porous solids, herein a generalized self-
consistent analytical approach is applied to study the effects of
neighboring nanovoid interactions on the dislocation emission
from nanovoid surface, in which a large number of nanovoids are
statistically homogeneously distributed. The choice of this general-
ized self-consistent analytical approach is driven primarily by the
relative simplicity it affords for both analytical and numerical
treatment, while it can be argued that it is a reasonably signiﬁed
model to reﬂect the mean effect of these nanovoids interactions.
It also provides a formal way of coupling the external macroscopic
stress, porosity, and volumetric strain rate to microscopic quanti-
ties for a solid material containing voids. Indeed, the thick-walled
cylindrical shell in this generalized self-consistent model can be
considered to be a simpliﬁcation of the unit cell that would pertain
exactly to an idealized nanoporous solid for which perfectly cylin-
drical nanovoids are spaced in a uniform planar array. By utilizing
this generalized self-consistent analytical approach, great efforts
have been made to understand and estimate the effects of neigh-
boring defects interactions on the micro-mechanics of damage
and ductile fracture. Christensen and Lo (1979) introduced the
so-called three-phase model to present the solutions for the effec-
tive shear modulus of two types of composite material models.
Wang and Shen (2002), Fang et al. (2008, 2009b), Zhou and Wu
(2010), Liu et al. (2012), Wang and Zhou (2012, 2013) and Zhou
et al. (2013) analytically investigated the interaction problem
between a dislocation and a three-phase cylinder model, whichcan be taken into account for the interaction between inclusions.
Wright and Ramesh (2008) presented a framework for a self-con-
sistent theory of spall fracture in ductile materials and studied
the inﬂuence of macroscopic pressure, porosity, and a distribution
of growing microscopic voids on void nucleation and growth.
Based on the obtained results, it is validated that the approxima-
tion of the generalized self-consistent approach to account for
the effects of neighboring defects interactions would be quite
effective.
When the volume fraction of nanovoid in ductile porous mate-
rials is relatively large, the effect of neighboring nanovoids emitted
from the surface of the neighboring nanovoids must be considered
in the analysis. Especially the volume fraction of nanovoid large to
some extent, the effect of neighboring dislocations emitted by
neighboring nanovoids is not neglected. It is regrettable that the
generalized self-consistent model proposed in our work cannot
study the effect of neighboring dislocations emitted by neighbor-
ing nanovoids. Herein we place more emphasis on the small vol-
ume fraction of nanovoid, which has the relatively weak effect of
neighboring dislocations emitted from the surface of the neighbor-
ing nanovoids. When the volume fraction of nanovoid in ductile
porous materials is relatively large or the nanovoid spacing is cor-
respondingly small, a model of the singly or doubly periodic
nanovoids can be established to address the effect of neighboring
dislocations emitted by neighboring nanovoids. For instance, Jiang
et al. (2004) and Xu et al. (2007) studied the inﬁnite elastic or pie-
zoelectric composites containing a doubly periodic parallelogram-
mic array of cylindrical inclusions. A rigorous and effective
analytical method for exact solution is developed by using Eshel-
by’s equivalent inclusion concept integrated with the new results
from the doubly quasi-periodic Riemann boundary value problems.
Gao et al. (2005) used three-dimensional, small scale yielding
models to study the effects of the initial relative void spacing, void
pattern, void shape and void volume fraction on ductile fracture
toughness, where voids are assumed to pre-exist in the material
and are explicitly modeled using reﬁned ﬁnite elements. Wang
and Gross (2001) analyzed the interaction of anti-plane elastic
waves with a periodic array of interface cracks in a multi-layered
medium. The number of the layers is arbitrary and the cracks
may be distributed on any one of the interfaces. Transfer matrix
and Fourier series techniques are used to formulate the mixed
boundary-value problem in terms of a Hilbert singular integral
equation. The effect of crack interactions on stress intensity factors
is examined for a periodic array of coplanar penny-shaped cracks
(Lekesiz et al., 2013). Kachanov’s approximate method for crack
interactions is employed to analyze both hexagonal and square
crack conﬁgurations. Some other numerical simulations would also
be implemented to estimate the effect of neighboring dislocations
emitted by neighboring nanovoids. For example, molecular
dynamics simulations have been performed by Mi et al. (2011) to
investigate the mechanism of void growth and coalescence in
aluminum, with particular emphasis on the dislocation analysis.
Simulations consisting of several tens of thousands to over a mil-
lion atoms, at four different material lengths, reveal a clear size
dependence of load-carrying capacity during a uniaxial tension
test. Multi-void specimens with the same initial void fraction are
employed to study the effects of void distribution and coalescence.
Therefore, the effect of neighboring dislocations emitted by neigh-
boring nanovoids would be addressed by using these methods
above. We deeply hope we can consider the effect of neighboring
dislocations emitted by neighboring nanovoids and study more
practical model in the near future.
Consequently, due to the restricted analysis of the model, in our
present work we only proposes generalized self-consistent model
to quantitatively characterize the inﬂuence of pre-existing and
neighboring nanovoids on the dislocation emission from a
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Fig. 1. Dislocation emitted from the nanovoid surface in generalized self-consistent
model.
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eled here pertains to the surface elasticity theory of Gurtin–Mur-
doch (Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975; Gurtin et al., 1998) at the
nanometer scale. The two-dimensional problemwill be solved ana-
lytically. The explicit solution of the critical stress is derived by
means of the complex variable method. The inﬂuence of the size
and content nanovoid, growth/shrinkage of the neighboring nano-
void, remote applied stress and the surface effect on the critical
condition required for dislocation emission from nanovoid surface
is discussed. By making use of the generalized self-consistent mod-
el, our work mainly employs the physical properties of the effec-
tive medium (e.g. the elastic modulus) to quantitatively study
the effect of the content of the uniform distributed nanovoids on
the critical condition for splitting of dislocation from nanovoid sur-
face. The physical properties of the effective medium are variable
and are distinctly dependent on the volume fraction of nanovoids.
Thus, in the framework of the suggested model, dislocation or dis-
location pile-up group near the grain boundary or second-phase in
the matrix phase has not been taken into account, causing an over-
estimation of the strength of the composite in this sense. With the
results of the suggested theoretical model, it is helpful to identify
and characterize the effect of the interaction of voids, distribution
and volume fractions at the nanoscale on the nanovoid growth and
coalescence, and is expected to provide availably some signiﬁcant
quantitative insights into the damage mechanism of ductile mate-
rials in nanoscale porous materials.2. Modeling and solution
In this section, we present a framework for a generalized self-
consistent theory accounting for the effect of neighboring nanov-
oids in ductile nanoporous materials, based on the dynamics of
void nucleation and growth. For a two-dimensional case, the con-
stitutive model for the material is divided into three regions: the
inner circular region representing the nanovoid phase, the inter-
mediate annular region representing the matrix phase, and the
inﬁnitely extended outer region representing composite phase or
effective medium. The nanovoids are assumed to be and remain
cylindrical, and are statistically homogeneously distributed so that
their shape is characterized by a single parameter.
Previously, in most of the investigations (Lubarda et al., 2004;
Song et al., 2006; Traiviratana et al., 2008; Meyers et al., 2009) of
void growth by dislocation emitted from its free surface, the image
force on dislocation was calculated from the interaction energy
expression derived by Dundurs and Mura (1964). They overlooked
the fact that, the displacement discontinuity was imposed from
inﬁnity to the center of the dislocation, which means that the dis-
location arrived near the void from inﬁnity, rather than being emit-
ted from the surface of the void. Lubarda (2011a,b) have modiﬁed
this analysis by using the expression for the image force on a dis-
location emitted from the surface of the void. In this case, the stress
ﬁelds of an edge dislocation emitted from the surface of the void
correspond to the imposed displacement discontinuity along the
cut from the surface of the void to the center of the dislocation.
The geometrical structure is shown in Fig. 1. One edge dislocation
with Burgers vector B0 is emitted from the surface of the circular
nanovoid to the point z0 in the matrix phase, and z0 ¼ ðR1
þqeihÞeiu. The rest edge dislocation with Burgers vector B1 is
located at the surface of the circular nanovoid, and z1 ¼ R1eiu. They
are both assumed to be straight and inﬁnite along the direction
perpendicular to the xy-plane, and B0 ¼ B1 ¼ bx þ iby ¼ bzeiðuþhÞ,
bz ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2x þ b2y
q
. Within the model, we here assume that both the
matrix phase and effective medium are isotropic and the different
linearly elastic modulus are l1, t1 and l2, t2, respectively.For the current problem, the elastic strain and stress in the two
materials produced by lattice mismatch and dislocations can easily
be calculated using the theory of elasticity. For nanovoid surface,
surface stress resulting from a surface free energy and a constant
residual stress was suggested in the Gurtin–Murdoch model
(Gurtin and Murdoch, 1975; Gurtin et al., 1998). So according to
Sharma et al. (2003), the equilibrium equation and the constitutive
relations on the surface P1 and the interface P2 can be expressed
as
½rrr1ðtÞ þ irrh1ðtÞ ¼ 1R1 r
0
hh1ðtÞ  i
@r0hh1ðtÞ
@h
 
ð1Þ
½rrr2ðfÞ þ irrh2ðfÞ ¼ ½rrr1ðfÞ þ irrh1ðfÞþ ð2Þ
½ur1ðfÞ þ iuh1ðfÞþ  ½ur2ðfÞ þ iuh2ðfÞ ¼ u0r þ iu0h ð3Þ
where ur , uh and rrr , rrh are the displacement and stress compo-
nents, respectively, in the polar coordinates, u0r and u
0
h are the dis-
placements induced by growth or shrink of neighboring voids. In
addition, jtj ¼ R1 and jfj ¼ R2. The symbols R1 and R2 are the inner
and outer radii of the intermediate annular region (the matrix
phase).
For plane problems, stress ﬁelds and displacement ﬁelds may be
expressed in terms of Muskhelishvili’s complex potentials (1975)
UðzÞ and WðzÞ
ryy þ rxx ¼ 2½UðzÞ þUðzÞ ð4Þ
ryy  rxx þ 2irxy ¼ 2½zU0ðzÞ WðzÞ ð5Þ
2lðu0x þ u0yÞ ¼ iz jUðzÞ UðzÞ þ zU0ðzÞ þ
z
z
WðzÞ
 
ð6Þ
where u0x ¼ @ux=@h, u0y ¼ @uy=@h, U0ðzÞ ¼ d½UðzÞ=dz, the overbar rep-
resents the complex conjugate, l is the shear modulus of the bulk
solid, t is Poisson’s ratio of the bulk solid. For simplicity, herein
we only consider the elastic deformation under plane strain case
and take j ¼ 3 4t. If the elastic deformation under plane stress
conditions is studied, one needs j ¼ ð3 tÞ=ð1þ tÞ.
Under the assumption that the interface adheres to the bulk
without slipping, and in the absence of body forces, according to
Sharma et al. (2003) based on Gurtin and Murdoch surface/inter-
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as
r0hh ¼ s0 þ ð2l0 þ k0  s0Þe0hh ð7Þ
where r0hh and e0hh denote surface stress and strain, l0 and k
0 are sur-
face Lame constants, s0 is the residual surface tension.
According to Gao (1995), the uniform eigenstrains could be rep-
resented to express the displacements produced by the mismatch
strains e of the matrix and the effective medium.
u0r þ iu0h ¼ R2e jfj ¼ R2 ð8Þ
where e is dilatational or shrunk eigenstrain of neighboring nanov-
oids in the matrix phase. Herein the effective medium plasticity
mismatches e may be produced due to the yield stress and the
strain hardening exponent on the nanovoid growth and coales-
cence. It is also possible, of course, that to be attributed to mis-
matchs of the thermal expansion coefﬁcient between the
constituents.
According to Muskhelishvili (1975), two complex potentials
U1ðzÞ and W1ðzÞ in the matrix can be taken the following forms
U1ðzÞ ¼ c0z z0 þ
c1
z z1 þU10ðzÞ ð9ÞW1ðzÞ ¼ c0z z0 þ
c0z0
ðz z0Þ2
þ c1
z z1 þ
c1z1
ðz z1Þ2
þW10ðzÞ ð10Þ
Two complex potentials U2ðzÞ and W2ðzÞ in the effective med-
ium can be taken the following forms
U2ðzÞ ¼ c
0
0 þ c01
z
þ C1 þU20ðzÞ ð11ÞW2ðzÞ ¼ c
0
0 þ c01
z
þ C2 þW20ðzÞ ð12Þ
where ck ¼ il1Bk=½pð1þ j1Þ, c0k ¼ il2Bk=½pð1þ j2Þ ðk ¼ 0;1Þ,
C1 ¼ ðr1xx þ r1yyÞ=4, C2 ¼ ðr1yy  r1xxÞ=2 (r1xx and r1yy are the remote
stresses). U10ðzÞ, W10ðzÞ, U20ðzÞ and W20ðzÞ are holomorphic and
the ﬁrst two can be expanded in Laurent series
U10ðzÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
akzk þ
X1
k¼1
bkzk ð13ÞW10ðzÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
ckzk2 þ
X1
k¼1
dkzk2 ð14Þ
where the unknown coefﬁcients ak, bk, ck and dk could be deter-
mined from the boundary conditions (1)–(3).
According to the work of Fang and Liu (2006a,b), Fang et al.
(2009a) and Zhao et al. (2012), by a sufﬁcient number of calcula-
tions, the explicit expressions of two complex potentials U1ðzÞ
and W1ðzÞ in the matrix can be given
U1ðzÞ ¼ c0z z0 þ
c1
z z1 þ
X1
k¼0
akzk þ
X1
k¼1
bkzk ð15ÞW1ðzÞ ¼ c0z z0 þ
c0z0
ðz z0Þ2
þ c1
z z1 þ
c1z1
ðz z1Þ2
þ
X1
k¼0
ckzk2
þ
X1
k¼1
dkzk2 ð16Þ
where the detailed expressions of the coefﬁcients ak, bk, ck and dk in
Eqs. (15) and (16) have be listed in Appendix A.3. Critical stress for dislocation emission
According to Hirth and Lothe (1982) and Peach–Koehler for-
mula, the image force acting on the emitted dislocation with Bur-
gers vector B0 can be written as
fx  ify ¼ ðby þ ibxÞ½U0ðz0Þ þU0ðz0Þ þ ðby  ibxÞ½z0U00ðz0Þ
þW0ðz0Þ ð17Þ
where fx and fy are the force acting on the emitted edge dislocation
in the x and y directions, respectively. U0ðz0Þ andW0ðz0Þ are the per-
turbation complex potentials in the matrix.
According to Qaissaunee and Santare (1995), the perturbation
complex potentials are calculated as follows:
U0ðz0Þ ¼ c1z z1 þ a01 þ a02C1 þ a1zþ ða21 þ a22C2Þz
2
þ
X1
k¼3
akzk þ b1z1 þ ðb21  b22C2Þz2 þ
X1
k¼3
bkzk ð18Þ
W0ðz0Þ ¼ c1z z1 þ
c1z1
ðz z1Þ2
þ ðc01  c02C1Þz2 þ c1z1 þ c21
þ c22C2 þ
X1
k¼3
ckzk2 þ d1z3 þ ðd21  d22C2Þz4
þ
X1
k¼3
dkzk2 ð19Þ
Following Stagni (1993), the glide force fg , which is along the
Burgers vector direction, is given as follows:
fg ¼ fx cosðhþuÞ þ fy sinðhþuÞ ð20Þ
Adopting the criterion from Lubarda et al. (2004), it is assumed
that the dislocation with Burgers vector B0 will be emitted from the
surface of the nanovoid if its equilibrium distance q from the sur-
face of the nanovoid is equal to the dislocation core cut-off radius
q0 (one half of the dislocation width, which represents the extent
of the dislocation core spreading). In the equilibrium dislocation
position, the glide force vanishes, namely fg ¼ 0. In the present
study, we consider the remote applied critical stress is the stress
required to keep dislocation with Burgers vector B0 in equilibrium
position. A lower stress would sufﬁce to keep the dislocation in the
equilibrium at the distance greater than q0, i.e., the equilibrium
position of the dislocation is unstable, and the dislocation would
be driven away from the void indeﬁnitely, or until it is blocked
by an obstacle. The angle h ¼ hcr at which the dislocation is emitted
from nanovoid corresponds to the minimum value of the applied
stress rmincr . So by letting q ¼ q0 speciﬁes the stress required to emit
the dislocation from the nanovoid surface.
When the condition of the remote axial loading is considered,
we suppose that r1xx ¼ r and r1yy ¼ j1r, it yields C1 ¼ ð1þ j1Þr=4
and C2 ¼ ðj1  1Þr=2. The critical stress rcr can be expressed as
follows:
rcr ¼ Re½fimg  cosðhþuÞ  Im½fimg  sinðhþuÞIm½M sinðhþuÞ  Re½M cosðhþuÞ ð21Þ
where fimg¼ðbyþ ibxÞ½U0dðz0ÞþU0dðz0Þþðby ibxÞ½z0U00dðz0ÞþW0dðz0Þ
U0dðz0Þ¼ c1zz1þa01þa1zþa21z
2þ
X1
k¼3
akzkþb1z1þb21z2þ
X1
k¼3
bkzk
W0dðz0Þ ¼ c1z z1 þ
c1z1
ðz z1Þ2
þ c01z2 þ c1z1 þ c21 þ
X1
k¼3
ckzk2
þ d1z3 þ d21z4 þ
X1
k¼3
dkzk2
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d ¼ 0.4. Critical condition for dislocation emission
Many studies (e.g. Lubarda, 2011a,b; Wang et al., 2011; Zeng
et al., 2012) indicate that the dislocation is more readily emitted
along other directions, which may be different from the 45 direc-
tion corresponding to the maximum shear stress at the nanovoid
surface due to the remote equal biaxial loading. Therefore, the crit-
ical stress and the relative most probable critical angle for disloca-
tion emission from the nanovoid surface can be determined
explicitly given by Eq. (21). In this section, considerable attention
has be paid to elaborating the inﬂuence of remote applied stress,
the surface effect, growth/shrinkage of the neighboring nanovoid
and the size and content of the nanovoid on the critical condition
required for dislocation emission from nanovoid surface. The gen-
eralized self-consistent approach can be implemented to very high
precision as will be shown in the following of analyses. In this
paper, we suppose that the normalized critical stress for the edge
dislocation emission from nanovoid surface by the shear modulus
of the matrix rcr0 ¼ rcr=l1, the intrinsic lengths of the nanovoid
surface a ¼ l0=l1, b ¼ k0=l1 and d ¼ s0=l1, the ratio of the shear
modulus of the effective medium and the matrix a ¼ l2=l1, the
radius of the nanovoid b ¼ R1=bz, the volume fraction of nanovoid
f0 ¼ 1=c2, where c ¼ R2=R1. Former studies have indicated that
the surface properties can be either positive or negative, depending
upon the material type and the surface crystallographic orienta-
tion. According to their results, the absolute values of intrinsic
lengths a, b and d are nearly 1 A (Miller and Shenoy, 2000).
Throughout the analysis, we adopt this range of surface parame-
ters. In the following calculation, we ignore the effect of the friction
force and assume that the isotropic case is sufﬁcient to illustrate
the main features of the size-dependent response and the effect
of nanovoid volume fraction and remote applied stress, etc.,
although the surface properties are generally anisotropic.
4.1. Surface effect
We ﬁrst focus on quantifying the effect of the surface effect by
temporarily neglecting the inﬂuence of the remote applied stress,
the nanovoid content and the interaction of neighboring nanovoids,
i.e., let a ¼ 1 and j1 ¼ 1. It indicates that single nanovoid is
accounted for analyzing the effect of the surface effect on the criti-
cal condition to induce dislocation emission from the nanovoid sur-
face under remote equal biaxial state of stress. Under these
circumstances, it is found that the remote critical stress is indepen-
dent on the location from which the dislocation will be emitted,
which is accord with the result of Zeng et al. (2012). With the pur-
pose of analyzing and validating the surface effect, two different
sets of surface properties are presented: a ¼ 0:01082 nm and
b ¼ 0:197132 nm for Al [111] (Sharma et al., 2003); a ¼
0:035714 nm and b ¼ 0:114286 nm for freshly cleaved iron
(Gurtin, 1978). In addition, let t1 ¼ t2 ¼ 0:25.
Fig. 2 shows normalized critical stress for dislocation emission
to take place as a function of nanovoid size with different surface
stresses for q0 ¼ bz, e ¼ 0, a ¼ 1, c ¼ 3, h ¼ 45. It is shown that
the critical stress needed to initiate dislocation emission from
nanovoids surface rapidly falls with increasing the nanovoid size
and is clear size-dependent. In sight of the mechanism of voidgrowth by dislocation emission from the surface of the void, this
ﬁgure also implies that large nanovoid growmore easily than small
nanovoids under the same stress level. It is also shown that the
surface effect yields an evident inﬂuence on critical stress, espe-
cially when the nanovoid size is smaller than about 8 nm. For Al
[111], the minimum critical stress needed to initiate dislocation
emission is larger than that without the surface effect, whereas
the minimum critical stress is smaller for freshly cleaved iron than
that without the surface effect. These results are well consistent
with the results of Zeng et al. (2012). Also, note that, the disloca-
tion is quite difﬁcultly emitted from nanovoid surface accounting
for the negative surface residual stress, while it is more readily
accounting for the positive. Therefore, it is clearly shown that the
inﬂuence of surface stresses is very pronounced on the critical con-
dition for dislocation emission from nanovoid surface.
Fig. 3 reveals the curves for normalized critical stress rcr0 vs.
emission angle h with different values of the surface elasticity
and nanovoid sizes. First, neglecting the inﬂuence of surface stres-
ses, we ﬁnd that the smaller nanovoid makes more pronounced
Table 1
Summary of the physical properties for different f0.
f0 a ¼ l2=l1 c ¼ R2=R1
0:05 0:856 4:472
0:1 0:724 3:162
0:15 0:606 2:582
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0.06 f0=0.05,α=β=0
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f0=0.15,α=β=-0.05
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tion emission hcr from the direction 45 under otherwise equal con-
ditions. The critical stress and the relative most probable angle for
dislocation emission exhibit a strong dependence on surface stres-
ses. The nanovoid surface characterized by Al [111] increases the
critical stress and the relative most probable critical angle for dis-
location emission from nanovoid, while the nanovoid surface char-
acterized by freshly cleaved iron decreases them. The inﬂuence of
the nanovoid surface characterized by Al [111] is more pro-
nounced than that characterized by freshly cleaved iron.
The curves shown in Fig. 4 illustrate the critical stress and the
relative most probable angle for dislocation emission intensely de-
pended on the emitted dislocation width. The critical stress and the
relative most probable emission angle decrease with increasing
dislocation width. This implies that dislocations with a wider core
are more easily emitted than those with a narrow core. The smaller
dislocation width emitted is, the greater the inﬂuence of nanovoid
surface characterized by the surface residual stress is. The positive
surface residual stress decreases the critical stress and the relative
most probable emission angle, while the negative one increases
them. When the dislocation width increases to a certain value,
the effect of surface residual stress on the critical stress and the rel-
ative most probable emission angle can be neglected, i.e.,
q0=bz ¼ 1:5.0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
θ
Fig. 5. Dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on emission angle h with the
different nanovoid volume fractions f0 and surface elasticity for q0 ¼ bz , e ¼ 0,
j1 ¼ 1, b ¼ 7, d ¼ 0.4.2. Effect of neighboring nanovoids
From the work of Christensen and Lo (1979) and Ko and Ju
(2013), we can obtain the physical properties of the effective med-
ium for the different volume fractions f0 of nanovoids. After the cal-
culation and comparison, we can see that, when the volume
fraction of nanovoids is relative small, Poisson’s ratio of the effec-
tive medium is quite close to that of the matrix. Therefore we sup-
pose that t1 ¼ t2 ¼ 0:25 in the following study. The other physical
properties for different f0 are shown in Table 1.
The present study focuses exclusively on the effect of the con-
tent and size of the uniform distributed nanovoids on the critical
condition for splitting of dislocation from nanovoid surface, pro-
viding a remote equal biaxial loading.
Fig. 5 shows the critical stress rcr0 to induce dislocation emis-
sion from the nanovoid surface as a function of emission angle h
with the different nanovoid volume fractions f0 and surface elastic-
ity. The ﬁgure presents the critical stress and the relative most20 40 60 80
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Fig. 4. Dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on emission angle h with
different dislocation widths and surface residual stresses for a ¼ b ¼ 0, e ¼ 0, j1 ¼ 1,
a ¼ 1, b ¼ 8, c ¼ 2.probable critical angle for dislocation emission decrease as the
nanovoid volume fraction f0 increases. That is, when nanovoid size
is ﬁxed, as the nanovoid volume fraction increases, the distinct
softening behavior of the nanoporous materials is clearer and
makes the dislocation emission take place more easily, and the
relative most probable critical emission angle more insigniﬁcantly
depart from the direction 45. Therefore, nanoporosity can signiﬁ-
cantly enhance capability of dislocation emission from nanovoid
surface, favor the nanovoid growth, and then result in ductile fail-
ure of the nanoporous materials. So it is well shown that ductile
failure of the material is promoted with increasing the nanovoid
volume fraction, and the porosity would evidently affect the duc-
tile failure of structural materials, in agreement with the analysis
by Tvergaard and Hutchinson (2002), Nielsen and Tvergaard
(2011) and Gao et al. (2005). We have observed a strong inﬂuence
of surface effect on critical condition for dislocation emission. The
positive surface elasticity increases the critical stress and the rela-
tive most probable critical angle for dislocation emission, while the
negative surface elasticity reduces them. And the larger positive
value of surface elasticity makes the dislocation emission from
nanovoid take place more difﬁcultly.
Fig. 6 shows normalized critical stress rcr0 for dislocation emis-
sion to take place as a function of emission angle h with different
nanovoid sizes and surface residual stresses. When the nanovoid
volume fraction is given, if the nanovoid size increases, there must
be smaller number of same-size neighboring nanovoids. The ﬁgure
shows the critical stress and the relative most probable critical
angle for dislocation emission decrease as the nanovoid size
increases. That is to say, when the nanovoid volume fraction is
ﬁxed, the larger nanovoid size in the nanoporous materials makes
the dislocation emission take place more easily and relative most
probable critical emission angle less pronouncedly depart from
the direction 45. In other words, the dependence of critical stress
on the neighboring number of nanovoids can evidently be
evaluated under the same void volume fraction. The improved
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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Fig. 6. Dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on emission angle h with
different nanovoid sizes and surface residual stresses for q0 ¼ bz , e ¼ 0, j1 ¼ 1,
f0 ¼ 0:1, a ¼ b ¼ 0.
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number of nanovoids. These results are reasonable agreement with
that of molecular dynamics simulations by Mi et al. (2011). They all
indicate that the load-carrying capacity and the stress resistivity of
materials can be enhanced by redistributing a large void into mul-
tiple small ones at nanoscale. As well-evident from the Fig. 6, we
know that the negative surface residual stress increases the critical
stress, while the positive one reduces it. It means that the nanovoid
surface characterized by the positive surface residual stress clearly
promotes dislocation emission and aggravates the ductility failure
of the nanoporous materials. The larger the positive surface resid-
ual stress is, the more easily the dislocation is emitted from nano-
void surface. The inﬂuence of the surface residual stress is more
pronounced as nanovoid size becomes smaller.
The critical normalized stress rcr0 vs. emission angle h with dif-
ferent eigenstrains and surface stresses are depicted in Fig. 7. It is
seen that the critical stress and relative most probable critical
emission angle increase with the increase of the positive eigen-
strain, while they decrease with increasing the negative eigen-
strain. They signify that the dislocation emitted from nanovoid
surface is more difﬁcult in nanoporous materials characterized
by a dilatational eigenstrain (e > 0), which may be caused by the20 40 60 80
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Fig. 7. Dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on emission angle h with
different eigenstrains and surface stresses for q0 ¼ bz , j1 ¼ 1, a ¼ 0:9, b ¼ 8, c ¼ 2.growth or thermal expansion of neighboring nanovoids. Because
the dilatational eigenstrain produces the compressive elastic strain
ﬁelds in the nanoporous materials and then hampers the disloca-
tion emission from nanovoid surface. In the opposite case, namely
when e < 0, the elastic ﬁelds of the nanoporous materials stimulate
the dislocation emission. It can be found that surface elasticity has
more apparent effect on the critical stress and relative most prob-
able emission angle than that of the surface residual stress in the
case under consideration.4.3. Effect of remote applied stress
Here special emphasis is given to the inﬂuence of the remote ax-
ial loading on the critical condition by accounting for the effect of
the constant nanovoid content with uniform distribution of neigh-
boring nanovoids in nanomaterial. When the remote stress is not
equal biaxial state, the critical stress is dependent upon the location
angle u of the nanovoid surface from which the dislocation will be
emitted. To simplify the analysis, we suppose u ¼ 45 in the
following discussion. Besides, suppose t1 ¼ t2 ¼ 0:25.
Fig. 8 shows the effect of the remote axial loading on the critical
stress and relative most probable critical angle for dislocation
emission. We can see that the critical stress decreases, while rela-
tive most probable critical emission angle increases slightly, with
increasing the ratio of the remote axial tensile stress j1 along the
x- and the y-directions. But when the ratio of the remote axial
stress j1 is negative, namely, the nanovoid unit element is sub-
jected to remote tension along the x-direction and remote com-
pression along the y-direction, the critical stress sharply
increases, while the relative most probable critical emission angle
decays as the absolute value of j1 increases. That is, with the larger
ratio of the remote biaxial tensile stress, the dislocation emission
to take place from nanovoid surface is more practically, and the
relative most probable critical angle for dislocation emission hcr
exceeding the direction 45 is slightly more visible. The stronger
the relative longitudinal compressive stress is, the more difﬁcultly
dislocation is emitted from nanovoid surface, while the smaller the
departure of the relative most probable critical angle for disloca-
tion emission hcr from the direction 45 is. Also, note that, the inﬂu-
ence of the remote axial loading is more pronounced as nanovoid
size becomes smaller.
Fig. 9 plots the dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on
emission angle h with different ratios of axial tensile loadings and0 30 60 90
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Fig. 8. Dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on emission angle h with
different nanovoid sizes and ratios of the remote axial loading j1 ¼ r1yy=r1xx for
q0 ¼ bz , e ¼ 0, a ¼ 0:9, c ¼ 2, a ¼ b ¼ d ¼ 0.
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Fig. 9. Dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on emission angle h with
different ratios of axial tensile loadings j1 ¼ r1yy=r1xx and surface elasticity for
q0 ¼ bz , e ¼ 0, a ¼ 0:9, b ¼ 6, c ¼ 2, d ¼ 0.
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Fig. 10. Dependences of normalized critical stress rcr0 on emission angle h with
different ratios of axial tensile loadings j1 ¼ r1yy=r1xx , nanovoid sizes and surface
residual stresses for q0 ¼ bz , e ¼ 0, a ¼ 0:9, c ¼ 2, a ¼ b ¼ 0.
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elasticity increases (decreases) the minimum critical stress and rel-
ative most probable critical emission angle, which means that the
positive (negative) surface elasticity yields an evidently resistant
(stimulative) inﬂuence on dislocation emission from the nanovoid
surface. When surface elasticity takes the same sign compared
with the opposite sign, the impact of surface elasticity on critical
parameters for dislocation emission is far greater. Furthermore,
the lower the ratio of axial tensile loadings is, the more obvious
the effect of surface elasticity is.
The curves in Fig. 10 demonstrate the marked effect of the
surface residual stress on the critical condition for dislocation
emission from nanovoid surface. The positive (negative) surface
residual stress decreases (increases) the minimum critical stress
and relative most probable critical angle for dislocation emission.
As the ratio of axial tensile loadings or the nanovoid size dimin-
ishes, the effect of surface residual stress becomes more signiﬁcant.
5. Concluding remarks
The generalized self-consistent model has been conducted to
study the effect of neighboring nanovoid interactions with takinginto account the surface stresses on the critical condition for dislo-
cation emission from nanovoid surface. The explicit solution of the
critical stress is derived by means of the complex variable method.
With the results of the suggested theoretical model, the emphasis
in this paper is to elaborate quantitatively the inﬂuence of the size
and volume fraction of the nanovoid, growth/shrinkage of the
neighboring nanovoid and remote applied stress as well as the sur-
face stresses on the critical condition for dislocation emitted from
nanovoid surface in ductile porous materials. The following fea-
tures can be underlined:
(a) An increasing nanovoid size rapidly reduces critical stress
for the dislocation emission from nanovoid surface and pro-
motes nanovoid growth. As the nanovoid is smaller, more
pronounced is the departure of the relative most probable
critical angle for dislocation emission from the direction
45 under otherwise equal conditions. The critical stress
and the relative most probable emission angle decrease with
increasing dislocation width.
(b) When nanovoid size is ﬁxed, the larger nanovoid volume
fraction in the nanoporous materials makes the dislocation
emission take place more easily, and the relative most prob-
able critical emission angle more insigniﬁcantly depart from
the direction 45. Under the condition of constant void vol-
ume fraction, the larger the neighboring number of voids
is, the higher the critical stress becomes. The dislocation
emission from nanovoid is more difﬁcult (readily) in nano-
porous materials, which is characterized by a dilatational
(compressive) eigenstrain.
(c) The critical stress decreases, while relative most probable
critical emission angle increases, with increasing the ratio
of the remote axial tensile stress j1 along the x- and the y-
directions. But when j1 is negative, the critical stress sharply
increases, while the relative most probable critical emission
angle decays with the increase of the absolute value of j1.
The stronger the relative longitudinal compressive stress is,
more difﬁcultly dislocation is emitted from nanovoid, while
the smaller the departure of the relative most probable crit-
ical angle from the direction 45 is. The inﬂuence of the
remote axial loading is more pronounced for a smaller nano-
void size.
(d) The positive surface stresses characterized by the positive
surface elasticity increase the critical stress and the relative
most probable critical angle for dislocation emission, while
the negative characterized by the negative surface elasticity
holds the inverse. What’s more, the positive surface residual
stresses decrease the critical stress and the relative most
probable critical angle for dislocation emission, whereas
the negative surface residual stresses lead to an increase in
them. The effect of surface stresses becomes more signiﬁ-
cant as the ratio of axial tensile loadings, the nanosized void
or dislocation width reduces. The larger value of surface
stress has more obvious effect on the dislocation emission
from nanovoid. When the values of surface elasticity take
the same sign compared with the opposite sign, the impact
of surface stresses on critical parameters for dislocation
emission from the nanovoid surface is far greater.
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The unknown coefﬁcients ak; bk; ck and dk of Eqs.(15) and (16)
are as follows:c21 ¼ ðe210e218  e212e216Þ½e215ðx214s223  x210s241Þ þ e212t25  ðe210e215 þ e212e213Þ½e218ðx214s223  x210s241Þ  e212t26ðe211e215 þ e212e214Þðe210e218  e212e216Þ  ðe211e218  e212e217Þðe210e215 þ e212e213Þ ;
c22 ¼ ½ðe210e215 þ e212e213Þe218  ðe210e218  e212e216Þe215T3ðe211e215 þ e212e214Þðe210e218  e212e216Þ  ðe211e218  e212e217Þðe210e215 þ e212e213Þ ;a0 ¼ a01 þ a02C1; c0 ¼ c01 þ c02C1;a1 ¼ x122s12þx16s17ðx16x120x14x122Þe14ðx15x122þx16x121Þe13x13x122þx16x119 ;
b1 ¼ x124s11x12s18x11x124þx12x123 ; c1 ¼
x113s14þx111s15
x112x113þx111x114 ;d1 ¼ x115s13x17s16ðx18x115þx17x116Þe11ðx19x115x17x117Þe12x110x115þx17x118 ;
a2 ¼ a21 þ a22C2; b2 ¼ b21  b22C2; c2 ¼ c21 þ c22C2;
d2 ¼ d21  d22C2;ak ¼ ðek11ek18 þ ek12ek17Þðek15tk4 þ ek12tk5Þ  ðek11ek15 þ ek12ek14Þðek18tk4 þ ek12tk6Þðek10ek15 þ ek12ek13Þðek11ek18  ek12ek17Þ  ðek10ek18  ek12ek16Þðek11ek15 þ ek12ek14Þ ;bk ¼ ðek3ek8ek2ek9Þðek5tk1ek2tk2Þðek3ek5ek2ek6Þðek8tk1ek2tk3Þðek1ek5ek2ek4Þðek3ek8þek2ek9Þðek1ek8ek2ek7Þðek3ek5þek2ek6Þ ;ck ¼ ðek10ek18 þ ek12ek16Þðek15tk4 þ ek12tk5Þ  ðek10ek15 þ ek12ek13Þðek18tk4 þ ek12tk6Þðek11ek15 þ ek12ek14Þðek10ek18  ek12ek16Þ  ðek11ek18  ek12ek17Þðek10ek15 þ ek12ek13Þ ;dk ¼ ðek1ek8ek2ek7Þðek5tk1ek2tk2Þðek1ek5ek2ek4Þðek8tk1ek2tk3Þðek3ek5þek2ek6Þðek1ek8ek2ek7Þðek3ek8þek2ek9Þðek1ek5ek2ek4Þ ;
ðkP3Þwhere
a01 ¼
ðe02e09  e03e08Þ½e06ðx06s011  x02s021Þ  e03ðx09s011  x02s031Þ
ðe02e06  e03e05Þ½e09ðx06s011  x02s021Þ  e03ðx013s011  x02s041Þ
 
=½ðe01e06  e03e04Þðe02e09  e03e08Þ  ðe02e06  e03e05Þðe01e09  e03e07Þ
;a02 ¼
ðe02e09e03e08Þ½e06ðx06x02Þe03ðx09x02Þ
ðe02e06e03e05Þ½e09ðx06x02Þe03ðx013x02Þ
 
T1
=½ðe01e06e03e04Þðe02e09e03e08Þðe02e06e03e05Þðe01e09e03e07Þ
;c01 ¼
ðe01e09e03e07Þ½e06ðx06s011x02s021Þe03ðx09s011x02s031Þ
ðe01e06e03e04Þ½e09ðx06s011x02s021Þe03ðx013s011x02s041Þ
 
=½ðe02e06e03e05Þðe01e09e03e07Þðe01e06e03e04Þðe02e09e03e08Þ
;c02 ¼
ðe01e09e03e07Þ½e06ðx06x02Þe03ðx09x02Þ
ðe01e06e03e04Þ½e09ðx06x02Þe03ðx013x02Þ
 
T1
=½ðe02e06e03e05Þðe01e09e03e07Þðe01e06e03e04Þðe02e09e03e08Þa21 ¼ ðe211e218  e212e217Þ½e215ðx214s223  x210s241Þ þ e212t25  ðe211e215 þðe210e215 þ e212e213Þðe211e218  e212e217Þ  ðe210e218 
a22 ¼ ½ðe211e215 þ e212e214Þe218  ðe211e218  e212e217Þe215Tðe210e215 þ e212e213Þðe211e218  e212e217Þ  ðe210e218  e212e216Þðe211b21 ¼ðe23e28þe22e29Þðe25t21e22t22Þðe23e25þe22e26Þðe28t21e22t231Þðe21e25e22e24Þðe23e28þe22e29Þðe23e25þe22e26Þðe21e28e22e27Þ ;b22 ¼ ðe22e26þe23e25Þe22T4ðe21e25e22e24Þðe23e28þe22e29Þðe23e25þe22e26Þðe21e28e22e27Þ ;d21 ¼ðe21e28e22e27Þðe25t21e22t22Þðe21e25e22e24Þðe28t21e22t231Þðe21e25e22e24Þðe23e28þe22e29Þðe23e25þe22e26Þðe21e28e22e27Þ ;
d22 ¼ ðe21e25e22e24Þe22T4ðe21e25e22e24Þðe23e28þe22e29Þðe23e25þe22e26Þðe21e28e22e27Þ ;
e01 ¼ x01x06  x02x05; e02 ¼ x03x06  x02x07;
e03 ¼ x04x06  x02x08; e04 ¼ x01x09  x02x010;e05 ¼ x03x09 þ x02x012; e06 ¼ x04x09 þ x02x011;
e07 ¼ x01x013  x02x014; e08 ¼ x03x013 þ x02x016;
e09 ¼ x04x013 þ x02x015;
e11 ¼ x24s1  x2s8x1x24 þ x2x23 ; e12 ¼
x23s1 þ x1s8
x2x23 þ x1x24 ; e13 ¼
x13s4 þ x11s5
x12x13 þ x11x14 ;
e14 ¼ x12s5  x14s4x12x13 þ x11x14 ; e21 ¼ x22x25  x21x26;e212e214Þ½e218ðx214s223  x210s241Þ  e212t26
e212e216Þðe211e215 þ e212e214Þ ;
3
e215 þ e212e214Þ ;
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e24 ¼ x22x225 þ x21x226; e25 ¼ x23x225; e26 ¼ x21x228  x24x225;
e27 ¼ x22x229 þ x21x230; e28 ¼ x23x229  x21x231;
e29 ¼ x21x232  x24x229; e210 ¼ x29x214  x210x213; e211 ¼x210x215;
e212 ¼ x210x216  x212x214; e213 ¼ x29x218 þ x210x217;
e214 ¼ x210x219; e215 ¼ x212x218 þ x210x220;
e216 ¼ x29x222 þ x210x221; e217 ¼ x210x223;
e218 ¼ x210x224  x212x222; ek1 ¼ xk2xk5  xk1xk6;
ek2 ¼ xk3xk5  xk1xk7;
ek3 ¼ xk4xk5 þ xk1xk8; ek4 ¼ xk2xk25 þ xk1xk26; ek5 ¼ xk3xk25;
ek6 ¼ xk1xk28  xk4xk25; ek7 ¼ xk2xk29 þ xk1xk30;
ek8 ¼ xk3xk29  xk1xk31; ek9 ¼ xk1xk32  xk4xk29;
ek10 ¼ xk9xk14  xk10xk13; ek11 ¼ xk10xk15;
ek12 ¼ xk10xk16  xk12xk14;
ek13 ¼ xk9xk18 þ xk10xk17; ek14 ¼ xk10xk19;
ek15 ¼ xk10xk20 þ xk12xk18; ek16 ¼ xk9xk22 þ xk10xk21; ek17 ¼ xk10xk23;
ek18 ¼ xk10xk24  xk12xk22; tk1 ¼ xk5sk1  xk1sk2;
tk2 ¼ xk25sk1  xk1sk7; tk3 ¼ xk29sk1  xk1sk8; tk4 ¼ xk14sk3  xk10sk4;
tk5 ¼ xk18sk3 þ xk10sk5; tk6 ¼ xk22sk3 þ xk10sk6;
x01 ¼ g4ðm10 m8Þ; x02 ¼ g4m9 þ g5n4; x03 ¼ g4m8R21 ;
x04 ¼ g5n4R22 ; x05 ¼ R21ðp14  p16Þ þ q11R22;
x06 ¼ p12R21 þ q8R22; x07 ¼ p16  q11; x08 ¼ q8; x09 ¼ x01;
x010 ¼ x02;
x011 ¼ x03; x012 ¼ x04; x013 ¼ x05; x014 ¼ x06;
x015 ¼ x07; x016 ¼ x08;
s011 ¼ g4m4 þ g5n1z1 þ g5n2z2 þ g4m04 þ g5n01z11
þ g5n02z21  2g5l2e1;
s021 ¼ R21p4  R22q1z1 þ R22q3z2 þ R21ðg3s01=R1 þ c0=z0Þ
þR22½2l2e1g5  c0=z0  R21p04  R22q01z11 þ R22q03z21
þ R21c1=z1  R22c1=z1
;
s031 ¼ s011; s041 ¼ s021x11 ¼ g4m9  g5n3; x12 ¼ g4ðm7 m8Þ; x13 ¼ g4m10;
x14 ¼ 2n4g5; x15 ¼ 0; x16 ¼ n4g5R42 ;
x17 ¼ ðp12 þ p13 þ p20ÞR41;
x18 ¼ R21ðp15  4p16  2p17  p19  2p20Þ  R22ð2q7  2q11Þ;
x19 ¼ ðp10  p11  2p16ÞR21; x110 ¼ 2p16 þ p17  q11;
x111 ¼ 2q8  2q9 þ q10; x112 ¼ p18; x113 ¼ x11;
x114 ¼ x12; x115 ¼ x13; x116 ¼ x14; x117 ¼ x15; x118 ¼ x16;
x119 ¼ x17; x120 ¼ x18;
x121 ¼ x19; x122 ¼ x110; x123 ¼ x111; x124 ¼ x112;
s11 ¼ g4ðm1 þm2 m5 þm4z m01 þm02 m05 þm04z1Þ;s12 ¼ n1g5z2 þ 2n2g5z3 þ n01g5z21 þ 2n02g5z31 ;
s13 ¼ R21ðp2 þ p5 þ p8Þ  R21p4z  R21p1  R21ðp02 þ p05 þ p08Þ
 R21p04z1  R21p01;
s14 ¼ R22ðq1 þ q4Þz2  R22q2z1 þ R22ð2q3  q5Þz3  R21p7
þðq6 þ q06ÞR22 þ R22ðq01 þ q04Þz21  R22q02z11
þ R22ð2q03  q05Þz31  R21p07
;
s15 ¼ s11; s16 ¼ s12; s17 ¼ s13; s18 ¼ s14;
x21 ¼ g4ðm7  2m8 m9ÞR41; x22 ¼ g4ð2m9 þ 3m8Þ  g5n6;
x23 ¼ g4ðm7  2m8ÞR21; x24 ¼ g4m8R21 ;
x25 ¼ ðp10  2p11 þ p12 þ 2p13  6p16ÞR61;
x26 ¼ ð2p15  3p16  6p17  p19  6p20ÞR21  ð3q7  3q11ÞR22;
x27 ¼ ðp10  2p11  6p16ÞR41; x28 ¼ p16 þ 2p17  q11;
x29 ¼ g4m10; x210 ¼ 3n4g5R42 ; x211 ¼ 0; x212 ¼ n4g5R62 ;
x213 ¼ R21ðp14 þ p18Þ; x214 ¼ R22 ð3q8  6q9 þ q10Þ;
x215 ¼ p18; x216 ¼ ðq8 þ 2q9ÞR42 ; x217 ¼ x21; x218 ¼ x22;
x219 ¼ x23; x220 ¼ x24; x221 ¼ x25; x222 ¼ x26; x223 ¼ x27;
x224 ¼ x28;
x225 ¼ x29; x226 ¼ x210; x227 ¼ x211; x228 ¼ x212; x229 ¼ x213;
x230 ¼ x214; x231 ¼ x215; x232 ¼ x216;
s21 ¼ g4ðm2  2m5Þz  g4ðm3 m6Þ þ g4m4z2
þ g4ðm02  2m05Þz1  g4ðm03 m06Þ þ g4m04z21 ;
s22 ¼ R21ðp2 þ 2p5 þ 3p8Þz  R21ðp3 þ p6  p9Þ  R21p4z2
R21ðp02 þ 2p05 þ 3p08Þz1  R21ðp03 þ p06  p09Þ  R21p04z21
;
s23 ¼ n1g5z3 þ 3g5n2z4 þ g5n01z31 þ 3g5n02z41 ;
s24 ¼ R22ðq1 þ 2q4Þz3  R22q2z2 þ R22ð3q3  3q5Þz4 þ R22q12
þ R22ðq01 þ 2q04Þz31  R22q02z21 þ R22ð3q03  3q05Þz41
;
s25 ¼ s21; s26 ¼ s22; s27 ¼ s23; s28 ¼ s24;
xk1 ¼ g4½m7ðk 1Þ m8kðk 1Þ m9ðk 1ÞR2k1 ;
xk2 ¼ g4½km9 þm8ðkþ 1Þðk 1Þ  g5n3;
xk3 ¼ g4ðm7  km8ÞR2ðk1Þ1 ; xk4 ¼ g4m8ðk 1ÞR21 ;
xk5 ¼ ½p10ðk 1Þ  kðk 1Þp11 þ p12 þ kp13  kðkþ 1Þðk 1Þp16
 kðk 2Þp20R2kþ21 ;
xk6 ¼ ½kp15 þ ðkþ 1Þðk2  2k 1Þp16  kðkþ 1Þp17
 p19  kðkþ 1Þp20R21  ½ðkþ 1Þq7  ðkþ 1Þq11R22;
xk7 ¼ ðp10  kp11  kðkþ 1Þp16ÞR2k1 ;
xk8 ¼ p16ðk2  2k 1Þ þ kp17  q11; xk9 ¼ g4m10;
xk10 ¼ ðkþ 1Þn4R2k2 ;
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xk14 ¼ R2kþ22 ½ðkþ 1Þq8  kðkþ1Þq9 þ q10;
xk15 ¼ p18; xk16 ¼ ðq8 þ kq9ÞR2k2 ;
xk17 ¼ xk1; xk18 ¼ xk2; xk19 ¼ xk3; xk20 ¼ xk4; xk21 ¼ xk5;
xk22 ¼ xk6; xk23 ¼ xk7; xk24 ¼ xk8;
xk25 ¼ xk9; xk26 ¼ xk10; xk27 ¼ xk11; xk28 ¼ xk12;
xk29 ¼ xk13; xk30 ¼ xk14; xk31 ¼ xk15; xk32 ¼ xk16;
sk1 ¼g4ðm2þkm5Þzðk1Þ g4½m3ðk1Þ1=2m6ðk1Þkzðk2Þ
þ g4m4zkg4ðm02þkm05Þzðk1Þ1 g4½m03ðk1Þ
1=2m06ðk1Þkzðk2Þ1 þg4m04zk1
;
sk2 ¼ R21½p2 þ kp5 þ 1=2kðkþ 1Þp8zðk1Þ  R21p4zk
R21½p02 þ kp05 þ 1=2kðkþ 1Þp08zðk1Þ1  R21½p3ðk 1Þ
þ 1=2kðk 1Þp6  1=6p9ðk 1Þkðkþ 1Þzðk2Þ
 R21p04zk1  R21½p03ðk 1Þ þ 12 kðk 1Þp06
1=6p09ðk 1Þkðkþ 1Þzðk2Þ1
;
sk3 ¼ g5n1zðkþ1Þ þ g5n2ðkþ 1Þzðkþ2Þ þ g5n01zðkþ1Þ1
þ g5n02ðkþ 1Þzðkþ2Þ1 ;
sk4 ¼ R22ðq1 þ kq4Þzðkþ1Þ  R22q2zk þ R22½ðkþ 1Þq3
1=2q5kðkþ 1Þzðkþ2Þ þ R22ðq01 þ kq04Þzðkþ1Þ1
R22q02zk1 þ R22½ðkþ 1Þq03  1=2q05kðkþ 1Þzðkþ2Þ1
;
sk5 ¼ sk1; sk6 ¼ sk2;
sk7 ¼ sk3; sk8 ¼ sk4;
a1 ¼ ð2l01 þ k01  s01Þ=ð4R1l2Þ;
b1 ¼ ð2l01 þ k01  s01Þ=½2R1ðk2 þ l2Þ; z ¼ R21=z0; z ¼ R22=z0;
z1 ¼ R21=z1; z1 ¼ R22=z1; g1 ¼ c0zðz0  zÞ=z0;
g2 ¼ c0zðz0  zÞ=z0; g10 ¼ c1z1ðz1  z1Þ=z1;
g20 ¼ c1z1 ðz1  z1 Þ=z1; g3 ¼ 1=ð1þ a1Þ; g4 ¼ 1=ð1 a1  b1Þ;
g5 ¼ 1=ðl2=j1l1 þ 1Þ; g6 ¼ 1=ð1þ l2=j2l1Þ;
m1 ¼ c0; m2 ¼ ð1þ a1Þc0; m3 ¼ ð1þ a1Þg1;
m4 ¼ ða1 þ b1Þc0=z0; m5 ¼ a1c0 þ ða1 þ b1Þc0R21=z02;
m6 ¼ 2a1g1; m01 ¼ c1; m02 ¼ ð1þ a1Þc1;
m03 ¼ ð1þ a1Þg10; m04 ¼ ða1 þ b1Þc1=z1;
m05 ¼ a1c1 þ ða1 þ b1Þc1R21=z12; m06 ¼ 2a1g10;
m7 ¼ 1þ a1; m8 ¼ a1; m9 ¼ a1 þ b1;
m10 ¼ 1 a1  b1; n1 ¼ ð1 l2=l1Þc0; n2 ¼ ð1 l2=l1Þg2;
n01 ¼ ð1 l2=l1Þc1;
n02 ¼ ð1 l2=l1Þg20; n3 ¼ l2j1=l1 þ 1; n4 ¼ 1 l2=l1;
p1 ¼ 2g4m1  2g3a1c0; p2 ¼ g4m2 þ g3a1c0;
p3 ¼ g4m3  a1g1g3; p4 ¼ g4m4  g3ð1 a1  b1Þc0=z0;p5 ¼g4m5þg3½a1c0z02=R21þða1þb1Þc0R21=z02g4m2g4m4z g4m5;
p6 ¼2g1g3a1þ2g4m3;
p7 ¼ g3ð1þ a1Þc0=R21; p8 ¼ 2g4m5; p9 ¼ 3g4m6;
p01 ¼ 2g4m01  2g3a1c1; p02 ¼ g4m02 þ g3a1c1;
p03 ¼ g4m03  a1g10g3; p04 ¼ g4m04  g3ð1 a1  b1Þc1=z1;
p05 ¼ g4m05 þ g3½a1c1z12=R21 þ ða1 þ b1Þc1R21=z12  g4m02
 g4m04z1  g4m05;
p06 ¼ 2g10g3a1 þ 2g4m03; p07 ¼ g3ð1þ a1Þc1=R21;
p08 ¼ 2g4m05; p09 ¼ 3g4m06; p10 ¼ g4m7  g3a1;
p11 ¼ g3a1  g4m7; p12 ¼ g4m9 þ g3ð1 a1  b1Þ;
p13 ¼ 2g4m9  g3ða1 þ b1Þ; p14 ¼ g4m10;
p15 ¼ g3ða1 þ b1Þ; p16 ¼ g4m8; p17 ¼ 2g4m8  g3a1;
p18 ¼ g3ð1þ a1Þ; p19 ¼ g3ða1 þ b1Þ; p20 ¼ g4m9;
q1 ¼ g5n1; q2 ¼ g6ð1 j1l2=j2l1Þc0=z0; q3 ¼ g5n2;
q4 ¼ g5n1; q5 ¼ 2g5n2; q6 ¼ g6ð1þ 1=j2Þc00=R22;
q01 ¼ g5n01; q02 ¼ g6ð1 j1l2=j2l1Þc1=z1;
q03 ¼ g5n02; q04 ¼ g5n01; q05 ¼ 2g5n02;
q06 ¼ g6ð1þ 1=j2Þc01=R22; q7 ¼ g5n3; q8 ¼ g5n4;
q9 ¼ g5n4; q10 ¼ g6½1 j1l2=ðj2l1Þ;
q11 ¼ g6½1þ l2=ðj2l1Þ; q12 ¼ 2g6l2ðe2  ie3Þ=j2R22;
T1 ¼ ðj2 þ 1Þg5; T2 ¼ ð1=j2 þ 1Þg6R22 ; T3 ¼ x210T2;
T4 ¼ x21T2:References
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